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Humanitarian Aid Department of International Middle East Peace Research Center has already 
started to implement 10 CIP’s (Community Initiative Project) in and around Urfa. Before giving 
information about Activity Resources for Social and Cultural Activities Project in Ceylanpınar, 
we should mention about the necessities and ideas of CIP. These projects will be the outputs 
of IMPR’s works in the field, in partnership with Danish Refugee Council (DRC), founded by 
Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (BPRM).

Community Initiative Projects
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Community Initiative Projects aim to create social value and leave visible influence on the 
communities by carrying out the projects. On the basis of CIPs strategy against tension among 
different communities lies. In this context, we can say that promoting mutual understanding 
and enhanced relationships through small scale community led projects, addressing identified 
community concerns and engaging the public in future decisions especially marginalized 
groups are forming three main steps of the Project. When the mobiliser team is taking a step 
on the way of the Project, they pay attention three extra values; social benefits, economic 
benefits and co-existence. In short, CIP is in a triangle form that is consisted from these values. 
CIPs are fast-acting, short-term projects that have to leave permanent effects in/on societies.
There are some reasons to destabilize the line of the relations among the communities. The 
reasons; for example not knowing each other, prejudice and misconception about the “others” 
are forming main split in the society. In addition to this, these factors have caused social unrest 
in the field in terms of both/all sides. This is why CIP has adopted the serious challenges to 
counter existing and potential tension. It should imply measures to address the conditions 
conducive to the spread of unrest and heighten of the tension.

According to IMPR, CIP is one of the most crucial steps on the peace-road. We believe in the 
fusion capacity and the cultural mosaic of Anatolia. This feature of Anatolia has came from the 
location that meet continents and communities. We can see roots of various cultures in this 
place. Cultural mosaic, originating from Anatolia and spreading among cities, creates a melting 
pot. Its colorful texture is capable of overcoming the handicaps of the wars. In this context, we 
believe that peaceful co-existence should base on all colors of the life, religions and languages.
During the Project, Mobilizer team has followed a compatible approach in order to reveal the 
requirements of both communities and individuals within the societies. This is the methodology 
part of the projects. Methodology is the most sensitive part of the projects. Therefore, mobilizer 
team has paid more importance on the methdology. We, as a mobilizer team, have conducted 
meetings with a lot of people who came from different social status; such as from the ordinary 

WHAT’S CIP?
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people to mukhtars, from district governors to municipalities. One of the methods that we have 
followed is a face-to-face contact; the other part of the methods is Community Committee 
made of seven members. Community Committee (CC) members were selected according to 
the assessment results.

We have realized several meetings with people who represent community. In this context, 
CC was conducted by people of effective circles within the community. At the end of the 
assessment, we reached some important results to make the projects come true and get the 
broad perspectives and the sustainable outputs. It is an evidence that civil societies play a 
key role since its inception. This part carries a great importance because of voicing people’s 
concerns and ideas. We aim to implement projects in response to the public needs and this 
methodology is seen to be the most inclusive way for writing proposals based on people’s 
responses, avoiding resource waste and finding a system that uses resources more effectively. 
As mentioned above, meetings held by certain social segments are mentor for us to find route. 
All of these lead us to recognize the complexity in social ground in a short span of time.

Finally, one of the most important findings of the studies concerning individual and social 
behaviors is newly emerging tension that can cause local and regional conflicts. Here, we are 
trying to stand against this drift toward controversy and conflict. A major factor shaping this 
kind of humanitarian action is a pure idea and activism in order to move forward on the social 
problems. We know that it is possible to be between collaboration views of co-existence. We 
work on the projects in order to bring the CIP’s vision into action. Taking an action means an 
attempt to bring an end to the bitter aspects of conflicts among/between communities.
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Activity Resources for Social and Cultural Activities Project Aims

People construct their own personality in terms of joining social life and attending to activities or 
not. There is a thin line between individual and society and the line has capacity to leave deep 
effect on personality and rest of the life of person. According to the researches, the person who 
pass the line and who has a percentage of attending to the social environment will be covered 
by good personality and reliable circles. Attendance to the social life of a person influences on 
both individuals and communities. Construction period has got double side; one side is inwards 
of person, the other is outward of a person. In other words, a person is constructed when s/he 
constructs his/her own social environment.

Person has carried a component of the complicated factors such as, trauma, experience etc. all 
of which could create a block between person and public, individual and society. We consider 
the complexity within the nature of the society, we can say that it is not easy for a person 
under pressure or attack to adapt to complexity of the society. At the same time, society is an 
inclusive tendency towards individuals. But external and internal conditions do not allow the 
integrity. That is why this Project is going to accelerate the process of integrity of the society 
by gathering up the individuals. Hereby both communities will find a suitable place on social 
ground for developing theirselves and enhancing relations.

Participation on social life increases people’s sense of belonging. It will help to creating a social 
group which reinforces the individual and community. By creating reliable social circles; such as 
friends, clubs and organizations, people’s personalities will come into leaf. Furthermore, taking 
part in the public life of a person improves some skills that lies at core of social interactions; 
such as sharing, participating group work and taking individual and social outputs. In other 
words,  we try to put social mobilisation inside the way of peace and co-existence in stead of 
polarization and conflict. All aspects of the project might be seen as small steps but they all 
have big impact on community. This big impact will show itself to break up the closed circles 
of “we” and “others” and merge with a long-term rearrangement of the social space by these 
Projects. It will be beginning point of life beyond the definitions.
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The knowledge that we have build up would become 
the foundation of our CIP and after a period, this kind of 
short-term outputs promises long-term development. 
Based on our observations in different parts of fields, 
we can say that social activity room will open a canal 
within the society where all of the communities’ 
members could find something that they belong to. It 
will be a step for improvement in both inner and outer 
cultural circles of people. The Project is also going to 
find real and basic solutions to the main problems by 
touching every layer of society.

There is no public place to be inside for social 
interaction and recreation activities in Ceylanpınar; 
especially for children and women. There is also no 

way to support and improve individual endeavors and stimulating group exercise under current 
conditions in Ceylanpınar. Conditions there do not allow for people to interact and improve 
social understanding and perception between Turkish and Syrian communities. This causes 
tensions that can escalate and cause problems among/between communities. Because of the 
lack of social interaction opportunities, understanding and empathy are difficult to establish. So 
we can say that it is also going to provide increasing dialogue and tolerance between people 
who come from different community and reducing mutual displeasure of communities because 
of under resourced circumstances in Ceylanpınar.

In addition to these, the lack of opportunities for children and women in Ceylanpınar indifferently 
marks their own growing and development progress. Socialising is the most important part for 
children’s adolescence and women’s participation to the public life. That is why a lot of cities 
and districts need public area for social interaction. Promoting positive social interaction by 
providing some sport, games activities for children and creating a space for Turkish and Syrian 
women to spend their own leisure time in a recreational environment is important.

CIP has sustainability for both communities to break the continuity in the trauma of the past, 
create a change for the sake of the future and also catch up with the ritm of today.

	 Social	Activity	Room	Items:
• Table tenis
• Table tennis ball
• Table tennis racket
• Foosball
• Chess
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“Whole World is in Your Hands” 
Project Aims
CCommunity that we live in is called “community network” by 
many sociologists. It is about the social, political, economic and 
cultural changes caused by the spread of networked, digital 
information and communications technologies. After the Cold 
War, a community network of computer-based system has come 
into prominence with the wave of globalisation.

Creating network system and extending existing social networks 
are very vital to catch up with the speed of the globalisation and adapt the value chain of it. In 
the sense, this Project has the goal for capitalizing on the advantage of the globalised world. 
It will provide benefit from the expansion of the networks in that having ties with members 
of different communities. The origin of the benefits is lying at the open ended relations that 
networks set up among/between people from different cultures. In other words, community 
networks connect the people and create a pool where everyone is in interaction with each 
other. It also constitutes trusted platform for access to already existing information.

It also refers to remove the blocks that oppress people’s own thought and ideas. In other 
words, striking example of informative era is preserving and improving material and mental 
presence of people. Thereby individuals could get away labyrinth of social contradictions and 
catch up with the day of requirements. Then it could promt individuals in order for coping social 
stagnation. There is no doubt that this process might facilitate the production of social value. 
It will deeply affect current and future phases of the person, people, community and society. 
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Thinking of the situation in Ceylanpınar, we easily see that the circumstances do not allow 
for native and temporarily guest people to connect the global world. This situation affects 
worldview of people in a bad way; such as narrowing their own horizons, deepening intolerance, 
disappearing co-existance potentiality fistly in mind. In addition to this, lack of social network 
constitutes main block in connecting to the global world. So there is still a big gap between 
communities in Ceylanpınar and humanitarian norms, values and institutions. Then, absence 
of computer or computer room affects deeply students who consist of members of host and 
temporarily guest communities. Current circumstances in Ceylanpınar show us that students 
do not have any options related to studying.

This Project will open new alternative method to studying and researching. It will provide 
awareness of what is going on in local and global level and make the common understanding 
expand towards dialogue and tolerance ways. In addition to these, it will improve some skills 
that lie at the core of social interactions; such as sharing, taking individual and social outputs. 
To sum up, we can say that the Project is going to fulfil requirement of the globalised world. 
There is no doubt that the Project will give us a strong signal for the goals above. While peace is 
seemed more illusory than ever in the Middle East, mobilizing refugees and empowering them 
to ensure their needs have got big priorities. Computer room project will carry its importance 
for a long time in terms of having opportunities overcoming social stagnation in and between 
communities in particular.

We will go beyond the limits and reach the source of peace.

Computer	Room	Items:
• 20 Computers
• 20 Tables
• 20 Chairs
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Rehabilitation of Parking Amenities Project Project Aims

TThe Project has got aim to ease access to good life conditions of the social groups. From 
all this information, it must be accepted that prejudice is not only a serious social problem 
but the tension is fed at this point. It means that the more opportunities increase, the more 
tension decreases. According to this assessment and local needs in Ceylanpınar, we saw that 
rehabilitation of the park was an essential case. Ceylanpınar has got a lot of park without useful 
appliances and play grounds for children and adults. That is why the idea of repreperation 
and rehabilitation of a parking comes into prominence. Existing park areas do not address to 
children. So children do not have any areas in order to transform their own potential energy 
to kinetic energy and canalize their own tendencies to common activities. This part is carrying 
importance for children’s growing stage in terms of socializing. So there is a responsibility that 
is waiting to be taken on. In addition to this, inhabitants do not have any convenient devices 
for sport activities.

Nip and tuck competition of two political parties during the election, reflected to the streets and 
parkings in Ceylanpınar.  Atmosphere during the local elections created the concerns about the 
fairness and security of the elections especially in Ceylanpınar. This aggression, as a result of 
the concerns, demonstrated the playgrounds for children who come from both communities. 
In this sense, we try to prevent diffusion of tension towards the all pieces of society and calm 
the sides of society down by the outcome of this Project. In addition to this, there was only one 
playground in this region. It means that existing conditions are not good enough for children. 
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That is why playground is comes first on the 
road-map. 

There is no doubt, repreperation (putting new 
devices etc.) and rehabilitation (renewing 
existing things etc.) of parking is forming a 
mutual request of public. It decreases their 
own mobility that is a tie to face to face 
communication. According to our meetings 
with local authorities, these needs have 
proven to be one of the most necessities. 

Therefore there is a combination of individual and public needs. We think of that increasing 
the attendance of people to public, gaining the disadvantageous groups to public life, respect 
for each others, accelerating people’s own mobility, forming social and cultural pool in terms of 
different cultures, improving social actions between individuals (or groups) and also improving 
some skills that lie at the core of social interactions.

Playground is going to provide social harmony for long-term. It will become a social support 
beyond the children who came from Syria and create common sense among communities’ 
young members. There is no doubt that it will gradually leave a good affect on a big shape of 
society; from children to families that children belong, from families to social groups. Children 
carry bad influences of war because of their vulnerable nature. The playground can help kids 
develop a greater sense of self-control. It will give their children the opportunity to play with 
others in order to improve their social and emotional skills. For children playing with others is so 
important and this actually causes them to learn how to express their emotions in appropriate 
ways and react. In this respect, the playground will be a good example of external social 
elements that make child coorporate with each other.

Developing persistence and attention, self-regulating their behaviours and developing 
emotional range will be remarkable outputs on children as a result of our CIP in the long-term. 
We should keep in mind that if they can overcome the trauma and remnants, society will reach 
stability of peace. The playground is also going to affect teenagers which reach adulthood. The 
place will provide an opportunity for them to see and observe each other and balance their own 
behaviours.
Besides we try to build and reprepare the playground where children meet. Redesign and 
repreperation of a place provide synergy and this synergy canalize people’s own mobility to 
true way. Social activity on the playground will obtain the coefficient of expansion of mobility. 
In this project, our target is to reach 1560 people through direct and indirect ways according 
to the local datas. The project has included regular and independent monitoring. Monitoring is 
necessary for us to see differences that are the “before and after” pictures.
Musa Anter Park Items:
• Playground with 5 towers,
• 2 seesaws,
• 2 swing-slidse,
• 2 lighting columns with 8 led-projectors
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Rehabilitation of Conference Lounge Project Aims
Public sphere is a dimension which could require new kind of communication and interaction 
for forming public opinion. Conference lounge is a face of the public sphere because cultural 
assumptions and normative attitudes will be seen in this place. As mentioned above, we repeat 
our own efforts to form a new development in terms of CIP principles towards the communities. 
Suruç is a district where there is no sufficient public realm. It can be seen on the texture of 
the district. It creates a big problem not only for city but also social life. Healthy developments 
of both individuals and groups depend on the satisfaction of the needs of the public realm. In 
this aspect, Suruç is shown a place that needs area where people can make creative activities 
around the Urfa. Things are moving fast in globalised world. In this sense this kind of CIP 
could be a mini-revival of social life and enable peace and harmony instead of conflict and 
disharmony. It will provide a clear space for them to speak up their concerns and ideas.

We aim to handle many shortcomings that need to be corrected. In this sense we got public 
assessments and began to follow up the results of these. That is why a major factor shaping this 
kind of humanitarian action is public needs. Starting to talk about problems in Suruç, we easily 
see that both communities there feel the need for conference center for social improvement. 
Current conditions stimulate group exercise in Suruç. Various activities will be arranged in 
this Conference hall and will support social life for women and socialization of the children. 
Theatrical services that are a production of students can serve to canalize social labour to the 
society. In addition to these, it will provide an opportunity for these people to improve social 
understanding and perception. Informative speech can be made with the specialists to the 
public. This activity will surely raise the awareness of public.

The project will create dynamic sequence of social actions between individuals (or groups). 
Some informative activities and meetings that are going to be hold will raise awareness for 
restriction and limitation in front of the people and struggling against the barriers. It can also 
help for solving communication problems which we should not underestimate. Then it will 
foster members of communities to recognize and improve their own abilities. In other words, it 
will improve rehabilitating space where people can do social activities and some skills that lies 
at core of social interactions; such as sharing, participating group work and taking individual 
and social outputs. The conference hall is going to be a place where individuals and groups 
gather to promote and share common interests. The place will gradually increase dialogue and 
tolerance between people who come from different communities.

Conference Lounge Items:
• Floor covering
• Projection screen 
• Chair 
• Voice system
• Air condition (Hall Type)
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Improving Conditions of Library Project Project Aims
Public areas such as library, carries very big importance for all of the societies and their own 
members.  A library needs a good librarian who should be well-qualified in library science. 
Apart from this, a library requires a good conditions for education and schooling. In this point, 
it was realized that capacity and conditions of the library in Suruç was not adequate. Indeed, 
when you look closer, things seem even worse. Especially, lack of photocopy machine and air 
conditioning come first in the essential list of requirements. That is why we think of the Project 
like providing a clear space. They have got big impact on main activity of library because 
the main purpose of a library is to be a place where one can access knowledge, and also 
to acquire information. But bad circumstances interfere between public and knowledge. So 
rehabilitation and re-preperation of the library was a must. In this context, our Project is aims to 
rehabilitate library that can enable free access to the internet. It is necessary to meet the needs 
and demands of the information age. 

In addition to these, the library is a boon for students who can not afford to buy text books or 
other books and avails them of the photocopier. In this sense, the library space will be improved 
by providing air conditioners and made into a more attractive area to study in for students of 
different communities. Books will include various kinds of books from Turkish language to 
Arabic language.

So looking from different perspectives, we can say that library creates healthy environment for 
a notable social interaction. It will also raise public awareness on the reason why displaced 
Syrians had to take shelter in Turkey and make up common sense that is going to boost 
collaboration and co-existence. This is a part of our projects to adapt policies in the face of 
increasing tension and start activism in the light of realities.

We thought that it will play a key role for transition to civilian life through education. When we 
take into consideration that children have especially been exhibiting serious symptoms, we 
understand the severity of the situation. Affects on children and adult of war constitutes one 
of the most dramatic chapters of the conflict. So, if we want to help refugee while they were 
trying to open new page in their lives, we should start from these points because education 
and awareness are main the steps of reaching universal values that will lead us to submit 
coexistence to Middle East. 

Project Items:
• 4 in 1 Photocopy Machine 
• Air Condition (hall type)
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Turn To Nostalgic Days Project Aims
“Lights, Camera and Action!” is a motto of creating and expanding cinema culture. Especially 
historical and thematic narrations could play a vital role for raisining awareness on social issues. 
Indeed, attending public place such as, cinema is one of the of social engagement. Then 
watching documentary movies can be both a personal expressive experience, entertainment, 
and therapeutic at the same time. In other words, cinema presentation can promote friendly 
atmosphere among/between communities. It will also promote positive peer social interaction 
by showing diverse film and documentaries. As we mentioned above, documentary movies 
have social significance. Its importance comes from its context of being based on the real 
world and real people. Apart from this, documentary movies have a remarkable significance 
owing to the raisining questions and develop critical analysis.

It could have double meaning such as, escapism from the realities and facedown to the 
realities. People could see in a movie current-affairs, framework of the past, and appearance 
of the today and possibilities of the future. In other words, movie is a reflection of past and 
today of the society. It is also a link between different spirits of individual and collective histories 
and stories. So watching movie connects all segments of “life” to each other. In other words, it 
would increase the level of social discourse and debate and bring light to issues and stories. 
These are the best-known aspects of documentary movies.

Host community in Suruç feels the need for cinema center in order to spend their own leisure 
time in a good way. There is no sufficient way to improve themelves in public areas within 
Suruç. Cinema plays a good role for overcoming the blocks in front of the socializing of 
communities’ members. Apart from that, social activities follow at the low level in Suruç. It 
causes dissatisfaction and dissatisfaction entails depressive atmosphere. This atmosphere 
affects both individuals and groups very badly. Lack of social activity opportunity narrows 
connection of social relationships of a person. So, there is a problem that waits to be addressed.
It can be a small step but will have a big impact in the long-range plan in terms of increasing 
dialogue and tolerance between people who come from different community.
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Synergy for Energy 
Project Aims
PIf a person has the impressions of trauma this 
could prevent him/her from the integration of the 
society. When considering the complexity within the 
nature of the society; we can say that it is not easy 
for a person under pressure or attack to adapt to 
complexity of the society. At the same time, society 
requires inclusive tendency of the individuals. But 
external and internal conditions do not allow the 
integrity. This is an unignorable reality especially 
for us where we have witnessed one of the largest 
humanitarian crises of our time in the Middle East. 
Based on our observations in different parts of fields, 
we can say that there is an urgent need for both 
communities on the large-scale. This Project is one 

of our CIPs to remedy the deficiencies in the field. Sport gym and plates room is the name of 
our small step but will be a big impact on gaining coexistance of both societies.

The gym center Project aims to overcome the draw backs of modern living and enriches 
social relations and develops fair play by providing physical and mental health. Gym center 
has central role in today’s communities for improving the formation of personality. Within this 
framework, we thought gym center project as creation of a constant dynamism. It also has 
goals of embracing the total and carries potential for creating transformative change at all 
levels of societies.

The one of the most important things for Akçakale is sportive-related issues. When you hear the 
conversations of ordinary people who come from different cultures in Akçakale, you would see 
they underline the importance of sportive areas and activities inside. They drew our attention to 
the fact of their own sportive requirements. It shows us that lack of the gym in the cultural center 
constitutes a big problem on the way of a person’s healthy life. Access to a physical fitness can 
improve people’s psychological and physical well being. The lack of this area make the district 
tended to depress. Depression is an unignorable factor to make the existing and potential 
problems bigger. In addition to these, disagreement among/between people that approach in 
the light of the traditional and cultural arguments can erupt. It means that Akçakale suffer from 
the lack of any symphysis opportunity of different communities.

A sports center has a lot of positive aspects that will leave good impacts on people’ daily life. 
Indeed it will ensure people to get rid of their stress in daily life and mobilize the people from 
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all generations to energetic life. For children, sportive activities have big importance on their 
early developments. It is a necessary step for learning honesty, teamwork, fair play, respect for 
the others, and adherence to rules, self-esteem and self-worth. Hereby people’s physical and 
psychological well being will improve through regular sports activities.

When we look at the whole picture, we also realize an important point: social integration. Indeed 
gym centers constitutes a contributive element for the growing for people and development of 
district. So this kind of places will make the people identify with the district.

Sport	Gym	and	Plates	Room	Items:	
• Clothes Locker
• Condition cycle
• Treadmill
• Elliptical trainer cycle
• Performance gloves
• Shuttle bench 
• Multifunctional Weight bench 
• Standard Weight Bench  
• Dumbbells (50 kg in a bag)
• Lifting weights
• Hand and leg combine spring set 
• Dumbbells
• Plates equipment
• Condition cycle 
• Elliptical trainer cycle
• Lifting weights
• Twist & Shape Stepper
• Yoga
• Step Tahtası
• Floor covering
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Singing for Future Project Aims

A major factor shaping this kind of humanitarian action is raising awareness dealing with every 
existing and potential problem within the area. This project is an output of enhancing and 
enriching community initiatives. People’s security at the forefront, we are repeating efforts to 
form an awareness on a large scale. We follow a methodology in order to bring the vision into 
action. “Singing for Future” is rightly on the action part.

Sheding the light on talented persons among refugees, promoting cross community 
understanding by bringing Syrian and Turkish talents together, drawing attention to the refugee 
issues and also promoting host community empathy to the refugees are the main aims of 
the Projects. We walk shoulder to shoulder and set to work for building our future together. 
Therefore, we foresee that it is a real mark milestone in order to turn a blind eye to the practice.
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ABOUT IMPR HUMANITARIAN

IMPR Humanitarian is a humanitarian, non-governmental, non-profit organisation founded in 

Turkey that works especially in Turkey, Syria, and KRG. IMPR Humanitarian aims to promote 

human rights and humanitarian assistance with support of the operational projects. 

IMPR Humanitarian fulfils its mandate by providing direct assistance to conflict-affected 

populations. Within this frame, IMPR has partnership and coordination with national and 

international communities to have humanitarian assistance activities in the area where 

displaced communities have been living. IMPR has been carrying the humanitarian 

assistance programs in close collaboration with national and international communities. 

Under its mandate, IMPR Humanitarian focuses on protection, relief, rehabilitation, post-

conflict recovery, capacity-building, humanitarian mine-action, and advocacy. Humanitarian 

imperative, neutrality, impartiality as main principle of IMPR Humanitarian.


